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EDITORIAL
Welcome, and a Merry
Christmas to everyone.
This is the 12th edition of the
Bulletin for me. And so, having
completed a full year, I hope you
won’t mind me putting down a
few thoughts on it.
There are some dedicated people
out there who contribute articles
every month, and without whom
the Bulletin wouldn’t keep going.
If you read it regularly you will
know who most of them are, and
I’d like to thank them all here for their continued hard work.
However, they do each only represent one particular aspect of life
in Bunny, whether it be history, pubs, wildlife, allotments or
whatever. And it does sometimes seem like there’s still a lot that
goes on in the village that doesn’t make it into these pages.
Part of this is to do with organisations and institutions sending
in copy either irregularly or not at all. That’s for me to address.
But another part of it is needing to get in as many contributions
as possible from individuals.
Seen something unusual in the village? Send in a photo. Done
some fundraising? Ping an email over. Got something to get off
your chest? Pop it in a letter. Want to highlight what you feel
about the village? Submit a contribution to ’My Bunny’. The
address to send anything to is editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
I do get it - people have busy lives, they help out in the
community in lots of different ways, and submitting stuff to the
Bulletin is hardly a priority. But the Bulletin is the community’s,
not mine or the committee’s or anyone else’s, and it would be
great to see that reflected in the content every month.
Enough from me! (Too much, probably.) Have a good festive break,
and a Happy New Year.

The Editor
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LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS

Ruth romps home
Ruth Edwards is our new MP
after easily winning the
Rushcliffe general election
seat.
The Conservative candidate
took the constituency with a
majority of 7,643, just 367
below Ken Clarke’s majority in
2017.
Her actual share of the vote
was down slightly on two
years previously, but neither Labour nor the Lib Dems could make
significant enough inroads to challenge. The full result was:
Candidate

Votes

Share

Share +/-

Ruth Edwards (Con)
Cheryl Pidgeon (Lab)
Jason Billin (LD)
Matthew Faithfull (Ukip)
John Kirby (Ind)

28,765
21,122
9,600
591
427

47.5%
34.9%
15.9%
1.0%
0.7%

-4.3
-3.2
+11.1
-1.6
n/a

The day after the election she tweeted: “A huge and heartfelt
thank you to everyone who put their trust in me yesterday. I am
immensely honoured to have been elected as Rushcliffe’s new MP.”
Ruth, who lives near Hickling with her husband Owen, their
alpacas, bees, chickens and tortoise Geoffrey, said that schools,
policing and healthcare would be her local priorities.
Rushcliffe once again did itself proud in terms of turnout. The
figure of 78.5% was the second highest out of all 650 constituencies
across the country, beaten only by Richmond Park (78.7%), and set
against a national figure of 67.2%.
Photo courtesy Nottingham Post
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LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS

Bunny switches on

The traditional Christmas lights switch-on was enjoyed by dozens
of villagers on Sunday December 7.
Following the Christingle
service, the Bunny Village
Community Choir
entertained those in the
village hall who were
enjoying their mulled wine
and mince pies, before
venturing outside (actually
not too cold) for the switchon.
The big moment itself was
performed by Graham
Norbury, who stepped down
from the Parish Council
earlier this year after 18
years of service.
Photos above and front page
courtesy Christopher Paul
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Why did Bunny flood so badly?
My specialist subject on Mastermind could be the ‘Drains of Bunny
from the 18th century to the Present Day’, and the events of
Thursday November 14 added a whole new chapter to this longrunning saga, writes Graham Norbury.
Ultimately, surface water in Bunny and the surrounding area
should end up in the Trent, via ditches draining into the Fairham
Brook.
Before deepening, the Fairham Brook was the cause of periodic
flooding of the village. Prior to the installation of mains sewage in
the 1950s, the more modern houses had cess pits, with the older
ones relying on the collection of so-called ‘night soil’. Waste
household water was discharged into what are essentially the
existing surface water drains.
The remains of a sluice can
be seen on the north bank of
the Fairham Brook (to the
west of Loughborough
Road ) and the James family
were paid to operate the
sluice to flush the drains
then known as ‘The
Common Sewer Dyke’. The
system diverged from Moor
Lane and ran alongside
number 16, before
discharging into the ditch
which runs along the back
of the properties on the
north side of Moor Lane.
Camera surveys have revealed that the system is blocked in the
road outside no 16 Moor Lane, meaning that it is effectively a
lateral soak away, with water escaping through breaks in the
brickwork and pipes. There were also collapses and blockages by
tree roots.
This causes the frequent flooding on Main and Church Streets,
which can disappear as quickly as it arrives. Strangely, on
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The drains and ditches debacle
November 14, apart from a new spot on the corner of Church Street
and Main Street, the flooding was not significantly worse than
usual.
What was new was the extent of
flooding on Moor Lane and
Loughborough Road (the new
flooding on Gotham Lane was the
result of other ditches being unable
to take the quantity of water) - and
the key is the ditch mentioned
above.
This originates at the end of
Debdale Lane in Keyworth, goes
round the back of Rancliffe Wood,
crosses Pendock and Keyworth
Lanes and then Loughborough Road
near to the Walled Garden. At one
time, it passed through a lake in the
field to the South of Keyworth Lane.
There is normally standing water in
the ditch immediately to the west of
Loughborough Road and this would
have contributed to the
unprecedented flooding of Loughborough Road.
The houses on the north side of Moor Lane have a separate surface
water drainage system which flows via a flap valve into this ditch
alongside the footpath to Bradmore. The ditch then travels for a
considerable distance across the moors as part of a wider field
ditch system, eventually making a 90 degree left turn to discharge
into the Fairham Brook.
The length of this ditch increases the prospect of it becoming
overgrown, or blocked. The cause of the flooding on Moor Lane was
probably the sheer amount of water flowing in this ditch
preventing discharge from the Moor Lane drains, and also causing
problems with overflowing sewers. Ironically, the situation would
have been even worse if the original link between the main system
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in the village and the ditch still existed. A further factor may have
been the recent road resurfacing, with surplus grit being swept
into the gullies.
This leaves the question as to who is responsible and what can be
done to prevent it happening again.
The Fairham Brook is the responsibility of the Trent Valley
Internal Drainage Board (IDB), and the open ditches the
landowners known as the ‘riparian owners’.
At one stage, the responsibility for the ‘culverted’ drains in the
village lay between Severn Trent and the County Council, but they
originally claimed it was the riparian owners i.e. the residents.
Over the years, both organisations have carried camera surveys
and a limited amount of work without prejudice, but some years
ago, it was stated that the County Council would have sole
responsibility for the surface water drains in the built-up area of
the village.
The short-term solution is to ensure that all the drains and ditches
are kept clear. Until the recent flood an option would have been to
link up the existing main system with the drains on the north side
of Moor Lane, restoring the discharge into the ditch.
A long-term solution would be to install a completely new system,
including ideally a culverted discharge into the Fairham Brook
closer to the village than the existing open ditch, but this would be
costly. At time of writing, it remains to be seen what the
responsible organisations intend to do, if anything, to try and
ensure that there is no repeat of the events of November 14.
* Photos of Moor Lane and Loughborough Road courtesy Paul
Thorneycroft and Izumi Featherstone.
Some residents of Albert Road have received leaflets in recent
weeks about resurfacing. So is it about to get the treatment soon?
A spokesman for Via East Midlands said: “Our Highways Team
and currently have no plans for works in the area so I am unsure
why you received a leaflet. Some works were done earlier this year
along the A60 and residents possibly received information
regarding this, but this was several months ago now and these
works are now complete.”
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CRIMES IN NOVEMBER
KEYWORTH
2nd
5th
5th
7th
16th
22nd
25th
27th

Number plates stolen from vehicle in Selby Lane
Verbal threats over motoring incident in Mount Pleasant
Theft of chocolate and pop from shop in Wolds Drive
Theft of meat joints and steak from shop in Wolds Drive
Lost bank cards used illegally in Crossdale Drive
Car window smashed in Selby Lane
Sat nav stolen from vehicle in Nottingham Road
Tractor used to steal ATM in The Square

REMPSTONE
8th

Suspect stole money from charity box in White Lion

STANTON-ON-THE-WOLDS
13th

Golf buggy stolen from Golf Course Road

TOLLERTON
24th

Car window smashed in Burnside Grove

WILLOUGHBY-ON-THE-WOLDS
5th
18th

Purse, metal and fuel stolen from house in Fosse Way
Damage caused to paint on wall in London Lane

WYSALL
18th

Burglary at barn in Costock Road

There were no crimes reported in Bunny, Bradmore or Costock.
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Joan Gunn (1932-2019)
Joan Gunn (23 Main Street, Bunny) passed away at the QMC on
Monday September 30 after a short illness.
She was born on September 18, 1932, as an only child to Leonard
& Gertrude (Gwen) Goodall. She lived all her childhood at Valley
Road, Sherwood.
She left school and started work as a shorthand typist. As was the
case back then, she had to contribute to the family finances.
She met Vic, who later became her husband, at the Ice Stadium
around late 1949 and started dating some time later. They got
married at St Andrews Church, on Mansfield Road on October 24,
1953.
Vic then went away to Kenya
for a couple of years doing his
National Service. On his
return they moved into the
family home on Main Street,
Bunny. Three children very
quickly followed, Linda,
Simon & Kevin.
Joan was the ‘rock’ that the
family was built on. Whilst
bringing up the children she
brought money in to supplement Vic’s wages with various parttime jobs, one of which was cleaning at the Rancliffe for her good
friend Connie. When the children were old enough to fend for
themselves she got a full-time job at Nottingham Handcraft in
West Bridgford as an office supervisor, finally retiring at 63, after
25 years’ service.
At her retirement party, chief executive David Mansfield explained
how valued she had been to the company and how she would be
sadly missed by everyone who worked there, especially the reps
who relied on her to keep their customers orders delivered and
invoiced correctly.
What they would also miss was Joan shouting to her colleague
Maria every couple of hours, or sometimes more frequently
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depending on the day she was having, “Come on Maria, time for a
fag break!” Joan shared her last ever fag with Maria at Lings Bar
Hospital a few days before she passed away.
Joan settled into retirement very comfortably. When she wasn’t out
dining with Vic at either The Bridge at Gamston, Willow Tree,
Apple Tree, Ruddington Arms, Generous Briton or wherever had a
pensioners’ deal, she would be enjoying spending time with her
grandchildren who meant the world to her.
Joan was diagnosed with Type 1 Diabetes before she reached the
age of 30. This is even now a life-changing illness, so it’s difficult to
imagine what it was like back then to have two jabs a day and to
constantly have to monitor blood sugar levels and control her diet,
whilst the rest of the family
were tucking in to anything
that took their fancy. But she
never complained. She just got
on with it.
Joan received the Alan
Nabarro medal from Diabetes
UK for living with diabetes for
50 Years. The medal recognizes
the courage and perseverance
in handling the condition.
Again, she just took it all in her stride.
She lived with vascular dementia for the last four years of her life.
This is a cruel disease. Fortunately for Joan and the family, it
didn’t affect her the way it affects some people. She still recognized
family & friends who visited and she could still hold meaningful
conversations, although it could get quite repetitive sometimes.
She did need looking after 24/7 towards the end of her life but it
didn’t dull her sense of humour. She had the family in fits of
laughter on many occasions, but they always made sure they
laughed with her and not at her, even though they were more often
than not the target of her jokes.
She was a loving, caring, loyal, honest, compassionate person who
will be sadly missed by all who knew her.
She loved life in Bunny, and her ashes will be buried in the village
graveyard together with Vic’s in the New Year.
Kevin Gunn
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NORBURY NATTERS
Xmas Happenings
At the time of writing, the pre-Xmas festive events are still in full
swing and so far (with apologies for omissions) these include:
The Village Social on November 30 included crackers and mince
pies, in addition to the usual quiz (a Xmas theme – I opted out!),
raffle and ever-popular games of bingo. Look out for the next one.
The Parish Supper on December 2 saw 48 enjoy the customary,
wonderful hospitality at the Rancliffe, thanks to Rachel, Robyn and
all the staff. This year the famous Bunny, having spent the year
with Phil and Jackie Brown, was handed over to Louise Stubbs. No
doubt Louise will ensure that it receives the best of veterinary
treatment during its time with her.
The Men’s Institute Dinner was on December 5 at the Rancliffe.
This included presentation of the magnificent trophies – my
snooker is not up to entering, let alone winning. Regardless, if you
enjoy a game, why not join, it’s only £30 a year? The Institute is
now 110 years old, established when Arabella Wilkinson-Smith
was lady of the manor.
Finally, the Xmas Lights Switch-On, carried out by someone who
shall be nameless. Thanks to the Parish Council, the community
choir for the carols and the Rancliffe for the mulled wine and
mince pies. Also thanks this year to BIG for the lights at Keyworth
Lane and the Fairham Brook seat.
Flood Fallout
See elsewhere for a potted history of the drains of Bunny. The
problem is likely to become more prevalent as rainfall increases.
The existing drainage system is essentially intended to drain
farmland rather than built-up areas. This has been waterlogged,
making the sowing of any further winter crops unlikely.
BIG Bonus
The work by the BIG Group, not only inspired one resident to
independently undertake cutting back the verges on the footpath
at the Gotham Lane end, but amazingly highways to take action
regarding the problem of tree roots damaging the footpath.
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St Mary the Virgin Bunny with
Bradmore Parish Church
Services for Bunny & Bradmore in Dec / Jan
24th

6.00pm First Mass of
Christmas

Bunny

24th

7.30pm Carol Service

Keyworth

Christmas
Day

25th

9.00am Holy Communion

Bradmore

Sunday

29th

10.30am United Eucharist

Bunny

10.30am Family Service

Bunny

Tuesday

Sunday
Christmas 2

5th

Sunday
Epiphany 1

12th
12th
12th

Sunday
Epiphany 2

Sunday
Epiphany 3

19th

9.00am Holy Communion
10.15am Sunday School
6.00pm Evening Prayer
then PCC meeting
10.15am Sunday School

Bradmore
Bradmore
Comm. Hall
Bunny
Bradmore
Comm. Hall

19th

6.00pm Holy Communion

Bunny

26th

9.00am Holy Communion

Bunny

26th

10.15am Sunday School
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Bradmore
Comm. Hall

Wish You
Were Beer
BOILERMAKER
With the start of a new year, I have decided to spread my wings
further afield in search of new boozing experiences. So for the next
couple of months I am venturing towards the big city lights of
Nottingham to see what might be on offer that I might of missed on
previous excursions.
Where better to start than by hunting out some of the self-claimed
hidden bars? For those of you who are not au fait, a hidden bar is
like an escape room in reverse. Simply put, you have to be
determined or lucky to get where you want to go. So for those of
you reluctant to put in the time, and yearning for something a
little different, please read on.
I first came across the hidden bar concept in Leeds. Historically,
this city has been an unlikely source of sophistication, but I can
report today it’s somewhat cosmopolitan! At night the posh shops
of the central shopping areas historic arcades close, but the
walkways remain open for access (think less Broadmarsh nipthrough and more Burlington arcade).
At the centre of the Grand Arcade is an old fashioned barber’s
shop, which despite appearing closed at night, is actually the
entrance to a subterranean jazz club. The only clue is a
uninterested bouncer outside, who when quizzed points you to a
store cupboard door at the back. Upon descending the stairs, you
enter something comparable to a club scene from Goodfellas and a
memorable night starts.
With expectations set high from my trip north, I was excited to
hear that Hockley is awash with hidden premises. I decided to
start with The Boilermaker, primarily because I had spied it on
previous trips going to and from the Broadway cinema. What had
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made it stick out was its bland destressed exterior, which is
uncharacteristic for this part of Hockley. Unsure what to expect I
had booked a table in advance to prevent disappointment.
Upon arriving, it certainly isn’t inviting. The bizarre shopfront is
just a desk, a couple of domestic combi-boilers and a rather grubby
door marked ‘staff only’.
Unperturbed, and with quizzical glances from passers-by, my
sidekick and I boldly walked in and tried the staff door. Almost
instantly I was
awash with
panic when we
were confronted
with a tiny room
containing just a
small sink. With
little else to try I
hurriedly pushed
then pulled the
hand basin
towards us to
reveal the secret
entrance to a
large bar area.
We were in!
Surveying the surroundings I can report there is comfy seating by
the main entrance leading to a largish bar flanked by French style
bistro tables/chairs and some rustic booths.
Upon asking we were shown to our reserved table, although we
could have had a choice as it was only partially full. It did make me
think that maybe the novelty of hiding the bar might be to the
detriment of business. But the well-thumbed comprehensive drinks
menu (note: no food here) advised me that they had been
successfully trading for six years.
The running order provided an interesting twist on classic
cocktails plus a rather bizarre concoction served in a medical
sharps disposal bin with syringe straw. I’m still not sure of what
the connection is, or simply why? Anyhow we enjoyed a slurp or
two in regular glassware and pondered if we’d come again.
In summarising there was little atmosphere, the décor was
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uninteresting, the chairs hard, the temperature cold and the
drinks average. But maybe Fridays weren’t their thing.
I did enquire if they ever had live music, but had guessed the
answer before it came.
It’s a shame but to be frank once you got past the euphoria of
getting in, there wasn’t much to bring you back. Well, other than
showing off to friends and family that you know something they
probably don’t.
So I have to report on this occasion the result is Leeds 1
Nottingham 0. Maybe next month I’ll be able to report upon a
better scoreline.
36B Carlton Street, Hockley,
Nottingham NG1 1NN

0115 958 7528

http://boilermakerbar.co.uk/

The trusty Kinch 9

Bunny Parish Council
Name

Address

Phone

John Alldred

42 Loughborough Road

921 2280

David Beckford

2 The Paddock

07414 004494

Izumi Featherstone

17 Albert Road

984 6466

Chris Rogers

11 Victoria Road

07919 593429

Steve Stubbs

23 Moor Lane

07843 052914

Nigel Sutton

1 The Paddock

07860 899585

Maria Webb

30 Moor Lane

921 3561

Mike Elliott
(Clerk to the Council)

19/21 Main Street,

937 6506

Churchwardens:
Incumbent:

Heather Paul
9845172
Roy Baker
9211520
Rev.Tom Meyrick rector@ksbb.org.uk
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Work starts on homes site off A60
Anyone driving into town along the A60 will have seen that
preparation work has begun for the big housing development off
the roundabout for Rushcliffe Country Park.
The site at the junction of Loughborough Road and Mere Way will
have 180 homes built on it - one of several schemes planned for
Ruddington in the coming months and years.
Already, the hedges along the A60 which used to border the site
have been removed. So
is this a permanent
move, or will there be
landscaping to hide the
big development to a
certain extent?
A spokesperson for
developer William Davis
Ltd said: “With the
agreement of the
landowner, William
Davis have undertaken
some advanced
management works to
the frontage hedgerow and trees in accordance with the landscape
strategy that has been agreed as part of the outline planning
permission.
“This strategy is described on pages 32 to 34 of the Design and
Access Statement and includes reference to the creation of a
gateway approach to development with the opening up views of the
future housing set back from the roundabout across open space.
“The laying of the hedgerow and thinning of trees on the frontage
(over seen by our arboriculturist) represents an important part of
this strategy which needed to be carried out outside of the bird
nesting season.
“Additional tree planting will be undertaken as part of a detailed
planting scheme for the frontage to be submitted and approved as
part of future reserved matters for the site.”
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VILLAGE DIARY FOR JANUARY
Date

Time

Event

Place

24

Tuesday

Blue Bin Day

2

Thursday

Grey Bin Day
7.00pm

Community Choir

Village Hall

Church Choir Practice

St Mary's

3

Friday

7.00pm

7

Tuesday

10.00am Toddler Group

Village Hall

7.30pm

St Mary's

8

Wednesday

Blue Bin Day
2.30pm

9

Thursday

Church Bell Ringing Practice

Chat in Church

St Mary's

12.00pm Lunch Bunch

Village Hall

7.00pm

Community Choir

Village Hall

Church Choir Practice

St Mary's

10

Friday

7.00pm

13

Monday

12.00pm February Bulletin Deadline

14

Tuesday

10.00am Toddler Group

15

Wednesday

16

Thursday

7.00pm

Community Choir

Village Hall

17

Friday

7.00pm

Church Choir Practice

St Mary's

20

Monday

7.30pm

WI

Bradmore
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Tuesday

10.00am Toddler Group

Village Hall

7.30pm

St Mary's

22

Village Hall

Grey Bin Day

Wednesday

Church Bell Ringing Practice

Blue & Green Bin Day
2.30pm

Chat in Church

26

St Mary's

23

Thursday

1.30pm

Mobile Library

Hill Top Convent

2.05pm

Mobile Library

Church View

2.30pm

Mobile Library

Albert Road

7.00pm

Community Choir

Village Hall

St Mary's

24

Friday

7.00pm

Church Choir Practice

25

Saturday

10.30am

Open Church & Book Sale

28

Tuesday

10.00am

Toddler Group

7.30pm

Church Bell Ringing Practice St Mary's

Village Hall

29

Wednesday

Grey Bin Day

30

Thursday

7.00pm

Community Choir

Village Hall

31

Friday

7.00pm

Church Choir Practice

St Mary's

Mobile Library dates for 2020

Feb 20

Aug 6

Mar 19

Sep 3

Apr16

Oct1

May 14

Oct 29

Jun 11

Nov 26

Jul 9

VILLAGE HALL HIRE COSTS
Large and small hall together: £8 per hour (or £9 after 6pm)
Small hall only: £4 per hour
Commercial rate for full hall hire: £12 per hour
To book, please contact Andrew Featherstone on
07397 189535 or 0115 98 4646
Email Bunny.villagehall@outlook.com
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St Mary the Virgin, Bunny
Cake Sale and Coffee Morning
Saturday 24th January 10.30 to noon

This is our annual event to raise funds for keeping
our church decorated with flowers.
Come and have a slice of cake, a hot drink and a
gossip with us at Nosh in the Nave.
You can even stock up with cakes to take
home for tea!
Jan’s Jams and Christopher’s Bargain Books are
also for sale, so come take a look!

If you would like to donate a homemade cake
please ring Chris Brown on 9211791.
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Garden and Allotment Diary: January
January is probably the coldest month of winter. Take your time in
prioritising the jobs for this month.
Top of the list has to be to clear up your plot or garden and dispose
of any rotten or cold damaged crops. Any soil preparation can wait
until February.
Harvesting. Leeks, Brussels sprouts, parsnips and cabbages can
be harvested. Check on any stored vegetables and dispose of those
that have gone rotten or mouldy.
Planting and sowing. It is too cold and the days are too short to
think about sowing seeds outdoors. Towards the end of the month
you may wish to sow onions, lettuce, peas, broad beans, radish or
early carrots. Make sure these have protection, though. If we are
lucky enough to have a warm day then allow the sowings to have
some winter sun, but make sure they are protected again early in
the afternoon.
Take advantage of the frozen soil to stack manure and compost
close to where it will be dug in later on. Do not walk on the soil as
it begins to thaw as it will be wet and sticky.
If you are planning to force rhubarb, dig up rhubarb roots and
divide them then leave the sections on top of the soil for a few days
to let them be frosted before forcing. Cover the crowns with an
upturned bucket and cover the drainage holes to shut out any
light. Fingers crossed, you should be able to harvest pale pink
sticks by the end of February.
Towards the end of the month, if the weather and soil conditions
allow, plant out soft fruit bushes. Seed potatoes will be available
from the end of the month so have your seed trays ready to chit
them.
Cathy Clark

Would you like an allotment? Plots are currently available.
Please contact Cathy on 07803 004582 or Sheila on 9213783
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BUNNY VILLAGE COMMUNITY CHOIR
Some of our members had a busy afternoon on December 8th when,
prior to singing in the Village Hall at 4.30pm, they spent an hour
with the My Sight choir
entertaining shoppers in
the Victoria Centre.
Our annual ‘performance’
before the tree-lighting
ceremony was well
supported by adults and
children alike.
We were particularly
impressed by the
enthusiastic contribution
on the jingle bells made by
the younger members of
our community.

OUR NEXT MEETINGS ARE ON:
Thursday January 9th - 7.00pm - 8.30pm in Bunny Village Hall
(which would be a really good time for new members to join!)

Thursday January 16th - 7.00pm - 8.30pm in Bunny Village Hall
Thursday January 23rd - 7.00pm - 8.30pm in Bunny Village Hall

Thursday January 30th - 7.00pm - 8.30pm in Bunny Village Hall

If you want to give us a try, your first session is free.

TO FIND OUT MORE - RING KATE ON 0115 9847090
kate.m.hunt@outlook.com
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BUNNY C OF E PRIMARY SCHOOL
As expected, the children have been excited and busy preparing for
the nativity play and all our other festive celebrations. Here, two
children report on a sporting competition held at the Beckett
School, and the DARE 25 programme kindly funded by Bunny and
Bradmore charities. Everyone at Bunny C of E Primary School
hopes that the Christmas period is full of peace and happiness for
everyone in our community. Mrs Anelay.
Indoor Athletics Report by Oliver Parker (Year 5)
On Tuesday November 12, Alice, Jack, Daniel T, Danny W, Isla M,
Alicia, Isabella, Steve and I went to the Beckett School to compete
in a tournament which, if we
came in the top three would
bring us through to the ‘A’
finals. The first race was the
obstacle with hurdles and a
tunnel. I did it with Danny,
Daniel and Jack. Luckily we
came first! Next up was the
hurdles with me, Steve,
Daniel and Jack and we
came first! Then was the flat
sprint with Danny, Daniel
and Steve. They came second! Then the girls did the obstacle, the
hurdles and the flat sprint and won them all. Next was the relay,
which the girls and boys won! Overall, we are in the A finals! We

are going to the finals in a few weeks time.
DARE Report by Daniel Thorneycroft (Year 5)
In DARE we have explored many subjects such as knife crime,
drugs, abuse, resistance and communication. We have learned to
assess situations using the DARE decision-making model, which
will help us stay safe and support our friends and family.
I’ve enjoyed learning about some people who make poor choices in
life and do not realise the dangerous consequences. We have
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developed lots of skills like: recognising drugs or drinking lots of
alcohol, and communicating without making the person you are
talking to stressed.
My favourite topic was learning about knife crime. I thought this
was a very important subject because we hear so much about it on
the news. The course has helped me understand why people carry
knives and what advice we should give people to prevent bad
outcomes.
I think the most important and useful part of the course is the
DARE model; this is because we can use each part in any situation
to help us make the right decisions. Another thing I have learned
and I think is really important is being respectful to people that
are different. By treating people as you want to be treated; they
will respect you and be kind to you. This will help build friendships
and make the world a better place for all of us.

CHAT IN CHURCH
St. Mary's, Bunny, Wednesday January 8th & 22nd,
2.30pm to 4.30pm
Drop in and have a chat, tea or coffee and a piece of cake.
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On November 22 I attended the AGM of the
countywide organisation NottsWatch at Dunkirk.
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on June
23 were taken as being correct and with no matters
arising. The annual report was read by chair Sue
Sambells, who said it had been a very busy year for her coordinating the various activities. The finance report from
treasurer John Lennard said the group was still in the black due
to donations from the Police Commissioner and the Mansfield
branch. The existing trustees were re-elected.
Christopher Paul, Bunny Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator
XristopherP@yahoo.co.uk

Keyworth beat manager PC Howard Shinn writes:
We continue to take reports of vehicles being broken into or stolen
with no apparent damage to the vehicle. This would suggest that
some people are either leaving their vehicles unlocked, or the
criminals are using scanners to pick up and boost a signal from
the car key, enabling them to enter the vehicle.
Sophisticated scanning devices may be being
utilised to obtain car key frequencies from vehicle
keys stored within addresses. A lesser known fact
is that some higher-end vehicle keys can emit a
signal up to 50 metres away so criminals may be
able to pick up this frequency without being
visible to the attacked address, before approaching
and stealing the car quickly. These scanning
devices are not an illegal product and are readily
available for purchase.
The advice is to store vehicle keys inside a metallic container of
some description which can block the signal emitted thus
minimising the chance of your vehicle being stolen. Something as
simple as a metal tin or even wrapping in tin foil could make the
difference. Simply taking keys upstairs with you or storing at the
rear of the house may not be enough.
We have been successful in arresting offenders for these types of
offences, but they are still occurring on a regular basis in
Rushcliffe and elsewhere.
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FIRST FOOT IN THE PAST
Tick tock, nature’s clock,
Times the end of the year.
Axe on chopping block,
Final sunset is here.

Bells ring, bundle down,
Time to rap on the door.
Flung wide, there’s a clown,
And a welcoming roar.
First-foot, through the crowd,
Bear my presents on high.
Hooray! Chorused loud,
Drowning embers that fly.

Wood quiet, still as rock,
Brooding up on the hill.
I’m there, taking stock,
With my feathery quill.
Dark falls, sand runs out,
Time to weary my way.
I’ve a load to tout,
Janus’ tariff to pay.

Down to, snow-lit town,
Through the fortified gate.
Past the Rose and Crown,
Midnight drinking must wait.

Drink up, warming cup,
Timed to wish you good cheer.
Friends with mead to sup,
Welcome to the New Year!

Chris Terrell-Nield 2019
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Notes From Bunny Wood
2019 was a year of extremes, from the hottest Nottingham July
(34.9°C ) to the third wettest November (136 mm of rain, three
times the monthly average).
So after summer baked trees, we now have ponds and ditches full,
a mini-waterfall on Boundary Ride, and standing water below
Toothill Steps. This left our log piles saturated, so unfortunately
we had to cancel the December log sale. Many apologies for this.
We are going for a different plan in 2020.
Such unstable conditions are not ideal for wildlife. For example,
our July Big Butterfly Count produced only six species (12 in
2018), despite highlights such as Painted Lady. Every ten years
this butterfly arrives en masse from Africa, and it was widely
recorded in the UK. We also had a breeding pair of Spotted
Flycatchers, the first since the 1980s, and a good September bat
survey recorded six species, with Common Pipistrelle the most
frequent.
This month’s verse is founded in Scottish and Northern English
folklore. The first-foot is the first person to enter the house on New
Year’s Day. Bearing gifts, typically a coin, a lump of coal, a piece of
bread and a drink, they are seen as bringing good fortune for the
New Year. There are traditional rules: the first-foot should be a
tall, dark-haired male, possibly a relic of Viking invasions, when
the arrival of fair-haired men in the night might have meant
trouble. Also, the first-foot must not be inside at midnight, so
exiting after twelve then returning to the same house is not
allowed!
Where did this custom come from? Bringing gifts, knocking on
doors, singing songs* may relate to rituals like Samhain, the
Celtic new year when fuel was gathered, food collected and a fire
lit to celebrate crossing the threshold to the next world. And we
still light fires and set off fireworks.
*Auld Lang Syne means “days gone by.” Although written down by
Robert Burns in 1788, it was an existing tale about remembering
old times with a childhood friend and reviving the past by shaking
hands and having a goodwill drink.
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CHIRPINGS
Notes on birds and nature in the garden
Is it a good thing to feed the birds that come into our garden?
Some would argue we are helping weaker birds stay alive and
breed more weak birds next spring.
Some would say feeders spread disease.
Lots more would point out the real pleasure of watching these
little creatures’ antics, even if we can’t put a name to them.
Every day bird feeders are reckoned to provide enough food for
196,000,000 garden birds - that’s half the total number of birds in
the countryside!
But in a typical winter a
blue tit will get less than
20% of its food from
feeders, and in spring
they will still choose
natural food to feed their
chicks. Feeding the birds
has led to significant
growth in the urban bird
population, and in both
towns and countryside,
bird feeders help to offset
losses in natural
foraging areas in our
‘humanised’ environment.
In Bunny and Bradmore we see farmland birds coming into our
gardens when their natural food in the hedges and fields begins to
run out.
The point about spreading disease is an important one, however.
Reputable bird-seed products are tested for levels of dangerous
toxic compounds, though tests show some foods are better than
others. There are lots of different brands, and they do vary in
quality and nutritional value. The birds often let us know which
they prefer!
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So what should we do? The Ornithology Trust says offer a variety
of foods from trusted sources, at several locations within the
garden to avoid crowding.
Replenish feeders little and often so that the food doesn’t become
stale or wet and mouldy.
And clean feeders regularly, moving them to new locations if
possible to avoid droppings building up on the ground beneath. In
a small garden that’s difficult to do, so thorough cleaning of the
ground under the feeders may have to suffice.
On balance, it seems garden feeding does benefit both the visiting
birds and the human onlookers, but we do need to recognise that
birds are naturally messy eaters!
So enjoy your visitors, and don’t forget to count them for the
Garden Birdwatch from January 25 to 27, and let the RSPB know
which birds come to your garden.

Sheila Clark

Can you help?
I have a hobby of printing pictures
for framing and I am looking for a
small room / workspace / garage to
rent local to Bunny.
My equipment is modern, clean
with no noise and I would need a
clean space with power and lighting. If you can help, please contact Richard on 07976
867442.

Derek’s Tours
February 12: A tour of the BMW factory in Oxford

Contact Kath on 0115 9374296 or 07825 496783
or email kathleenoakley1@gmail.com.
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BUNNY VILLAGE
SOCIAL EVENING
COME AND JOIN US FOR AN EVENING
OF CHAT AND MUSIC IN BUNNY
VILLAGE HALL

SATURDAY JANUARY 25
7.30PM TO 10.30PM
THE EVENING IS A CHANCE TO JOIN FRIENDS OR
MAKE NEW FRIENDS IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY
ATMOSPHERE, TO CHAT, LISTEN TO MUSIC, JOIN IN
THE QUIZ, A GAME OF DARTS AND BINGO OR EVEN
DANCE - THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

BRING YOUR OWN TIPPLE, A GLASS,
AND A PICNIC IF YOU DESIRE
All over 15 years of age welcome
£2 including nibbles
Unwanted raffle prizes welcome
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FRIENDS OF BUNNY SCHOOL
This month saw the debut of a 'wreath-making class' in Bunny
Village Hall.
Berries, dried oranges,
cinnamon sticks, an
array of foliage and an
audience of very
enthusiastic wreathmakers drinking mulled
wine and eating mince
pies ensured a very
productive evening was
enjoyed by all.
A fantastic amount of
£316.50 was raised for
Friends of Bunny School.
Thank you to everyone who attended.
The wreaths look absolutely fabulous
hanging on the front doors in the
village.

Bunny village wreath competition
next year anyone?
Leanne Whitaker
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Back In The Day

The great wall of Bunny was constructed in the early 18th century.
It encircled most of Bunny Park, at a cost of £5,000, using locallymade bricks.
It was a massive construction, uniquely built on arches which
would allow any tree roots to grow beneath it in the boggy ground.
Near to the east - or ‘pineapple’ - gates is a brick arched roof recess
over a brick seat resting place. An inscription in Latin over the
seat reads ‘sit here traveller if you are tired of walking’; however,
this is now very overgrown and difficult to find.
Set in the east wall are these pineapple gates, now sadly shown in
this 1980s photograph to be in a state of poor repair.
There is a strong argument that the ‘pineapples’ atop of the gate
piers are in fact teasels, a useful crop used in the textile industry.
This theory could in fact be correct as some early Parkyns artefacts
look very much like teasels.
The gates have recently been very poorly repaired by Nottingham
university and the pineapples replaced with totally inappropriate
finials.
Roger Sewell, Bunny History Society
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BUNNY BULLETIN INFORMATION
ONLINE
Editions can be viewed online at www.bunnyvillage.org.uk.
DIARY PAGES
If you are holding an event and would like it included in the
Village Diary pages, please contact Heather on 0115 9845172.
COPY
E-mail copy to: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. Please send text
articles as Word documents (.docx); spreadsheets as Excel files
(.xls) and pictures as JPEGs (.jpg). Handwritten items can be delivered to Erica at 34 Main Street.
COPY DEADLINE
Deadline for next edition: Monday, January 13
Delivery of next edition: Weekend of January 25/26
ADVERTISING
Enquiries to editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
DISTRIBUTION
If you have not received your current issue, contact your local
distributor or ring Phil Brown on 0115 9211791.
COMMITTEE
Editor: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.
Invoicing & Minutes: Chris Brown, 36 Main Street, 9211791
Diary Editor & Treasurer: Heather Paul, 148 Loughborough Road,
9845172
Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in the Bunny Bulletin are not necessarily
those of the Editorial Committee, who reserve the right to edit material as and
when it is considered appropriate.
Please note: Articles in the Bunny Bulletin are for circulation to the residents of
Bunny village and for others by subscription only. The information they contain is
not to be printed in any other publication without the author’s express permission.
This also applies to articles viewable on the village website.
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LOCAL GROUPS
Allotments
Sheila 0115 9213783 or Cathy 07803 004582
Baby & Toddlers
Nikki 07944 687260 or Steve 07843 052914
Bunny Improvement Group
Pete 0115 9213213 (petepearson44@gmail.com)

Church Bell Ringing
Marilyn 0115 9844081
Church Choir
Heather 0115 9845172
Community Choir
Kate 0115 9847090 (kate.m.hunt@outlook.com)
Fabric Fundraisers
Jan 0115 9841570
Friends of Bunny School
friendsofbunnyschool@gmail.com
Gardeners
Graham 0115 9846253
Handbells
John 0115 9211335

History
Roger 0115 9216596
Lunch Bunch
Jan 0115 9841570
Messy Church
Joey (joeyhamilton102@gmail.com)
Women's Institute
Angi 07970 801709
angelacharlesworth@hotmail.co.uk
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USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Bunny Primary School

0115

921 2727

Church House Surgery, Ruddington

0115

984 7101

Church View Dental Practice, Ruddington

0115

984 8024

Crimestoppers UK

0800

555111

East Leake Health Centre

01509

852181

East Leake Leisure Centre

01509

852956

Electricity Loss of Supply

105

Floodline

0345

988 1188

Gas Emergency

0800

111999

Hate Crime Helpline

0800

138 1625

Keyworth Dental Surgery

0115

937 5828

Keyworth Health Centre

0115

937 3527

Keyworth Leisure Centre

0115

937 5582

Keyworth Library

0115

937 3509

Leakline & Sewer Problems

0800

783 4444

Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator

0115

984 5172

NHS Direct

111

Nottingham City Hospital

0115

969 1169

Nottinghamshire County Council

0300

500 8080

Police (if crime in progress call 999)
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Queen's Medical Centre

0115

924 9924

Ruddington Library

0115

921 2309

Ruddington Medical Centre

0115

921 1144

Rushcliffe Borough Council

0115

981 9911

South Wolds Academy

0115

937 3506

Telephone Preference Service

0207

291 3320

Treeline Dental Care, Keyworth

0115

937 2226

Village Dental Practice, East Leake

01509

852399

Village Hall Administrator

0115

984 6466
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